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Moving, funny, and totally true childhood biographies of Bill Gates, Madam C. J. Walker, Hedy

Lamarr, Walt Disney, and 12 other international innovators. Throughout history people have

experimented, invented, and created new ways of doing things. Kid Innovators tells the stories

of a diverse group of brilliant thinkers in fields like technology, education, business, science,

art, and entertainment, reminding us that every innovator started out as a kid. Florence

Nightingale rescued baby mice. Alan Turing was a daydreamer with terrible handwriting. And

Alvin Ailey felt like a failure at sports.Featuring kid-friendly text and full-color illustrations,

readers will learn about the young lives of people like Grace Hopper, Steve Jobs, Reshma

Saujani, Jacques Cousteau, the Wright Brothers, William Kamkwamba, Elon Musk, Jonas

Salk, and Maria Montessori.

“Telling the true stories of famous people’s childhoods, this book inspires kids to think big and

humanizes historical figures in a new and fresh way.”—CNNUnderscored“These reads aren’t

just educational, they’re inspiring – they remind us all that we’re never too young to start

dreaming! Plus – they’re a great resource for school projects!”—YAYOMG.com“In accessible

but never patronizing prose, Stevenson sketches the stories of her subjects’ childhoods, deftly

setting the scene for each one and providing informative details, engaging quotes, and

sometimes humorous anecdotes.”—MombianPraise for the Kid Legends series:“Engaging and

empowering.”—YAYOMG.com, on Kid Activists by Robin Stevenson“Kids will be drawn in.”—

Chicago Parent, on Kid Activists by Robin Stevenson “The vivid details of each activist's story,

combined with vibrant illustrations, demonstrate that every civil rights hero and popular

firebrand started out as children, just like the rest of us.”—School Library Journal, on Kid

Activists by Robin Stevenson“A great way to encourage kids who already love science to

pursue their interests as well as to show kids who are not motivated by traditional schooling

that there are many paths to greatness.”—American Scientist Magazine, on Kid Scientists by

David Stabler “For your budding astrophysicist, inventor, doctor, environmentalist, or

mathematician, Kid Scientists will open her eyes with mini-bios of interesting and accomplished

people.”— Terri Schlichenmeyer, The Bookworm Sez, on Kid Scientists by David

Stabler “Outstanding... Inspiring and entertaining.”—Booklist, starred review, on Kid Athletes by

David Stabler “A heartening reminder that 17 unconventional greats—not to mention all the rest

—started out as children too.”—Kirkus Reviews, on Kid Artists by David Stabler “Just like

history class, only hilarious.”—Tim Federle, author of Better Nate Than Ever, on Kid Presidents

by David Stabler “Full of real information, but the author made it fun and funny.”—Michael, age

9, on Kid Authors by David StablerExcerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.IntroductionDo you sometimes think differently than the people around you? Do you

like to do things your own way? Do you ever dream of inventing something new, or finding a

solution for a big problem? If so, then maybe you will become an innovator! Innovators are

trailblazers. They think outside the box, tackle tough challenges, pursue their passions,

and chase their dreams—and in the process, they change our world. Some innovators are

inventors: they tinker, experiment, and design new things. Others combine inventions that

already exist or use current technology in original ways. Some innovators are

entrepreneurs, bringing new products to millions of people around the world. And some

transform and revolutionize the fields they work in by challenging old ways of doing things



or approaching problems in a different way. The innovators in this book started out

as inquisitive kids. They were full of questions and hungry for knowledge. Grace Hopper was so

curious about how alarm clocks worked that she took apart all seven of the ones in her home.

Most of these innovators read voraciously as children: Elon Musk and Bill Gates both read

encyclopedias from A to Z! Many of the things we take for granted in our daily lives exist

because of innovators. But people don’t always welcome change, and innovation is often

met with skepticism and even scorn. Experts predicted that cell phones would never replace

wired phones. The idea that we might send objects into space was considered to be absurd.

And flight was seen as preposterous: “Heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible,”

one famous scientist stated confidently—only eight years before the Wright brothers achieved

their first flight. Innovators are people who make the impossible possible. To do that, they

need the confidence and strength to go against the crowd. They need to be persistent, and

they can’t afford to worry too much about what people think. So, it is not surprising

that innovators often started out as strong-willed and independent-minded children—which

wasn’t always easy for their parents and teachers! When Elon Musk was six, his mom said that

he was grounded, so he walked the ten miles across town to a birthday party. Steve Jobs was

a troublemaker who played tricks on his classmates and was sent home from school

repeatedly. And Florence Nightingale liked to question everything—much to the despair of her

mother, who thought she should be more obedient. Although they were very intelligent,

these innovators did not always do well in school. Many weremessy, disorganized, or absent-

minded; others wanted to work only on the subjects that interested them. Quite a few of them

had little in common with other kids their age and cared more about their own ideas

than anything else: Jacques Cousteau was a loner, Alan Turing was a daydreamer, and Bill

Gates wanted to stay in his room reading all day. These innovators all started out as little

kids with big ideas—and although they often faced obstacles and challenges, they grew up to

be adults who pursued their interests with great creativity and passion. Without the innovators

in this book, our world would be a very different place. May their stories inspire you to

follow your own dreams and blaze your own trail! --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorRobin Stevenson is an award-winning author of

books for kids and teens. Her writing has been translated into several languages and published

in more than ten countries. She lives with her family on the west coast of Canada.Elisabeth

Rodgers is an actress and AudioFile Earphones Award-winning narrator. After graduating from

Princeton University, she completed a two-year program at William Esper Studio, where she

studied with Maggie Flanigan. Her audiobook narration training came from Robin Miles, who

has also directed her in several productions. She has recorded dozens of books for a multitude

of publishers.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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Kai, for making me see the world differently; and to David, Genevieve and Quentin. So much

love to you all.IntroductionPART 1Tech RevolutionGRACE HOPPER: The Grand Lady of

SoftwareSTEVE JOBS: Love What You DoBILL GATES: I’m Thinking!RESHMA SAUJANI:

Embracing FailurePART 2Seas, Skies, and Outer SpaceJACQUES COUSTEAU: Breathing

UnderwaterWILBUR AND ORVILLE WRIGHT: The Brothers Who Wanted to FlyWILLIAM

KAMKWAMBA: Electric WindELON MUSK: Electric Cars and Rockets to MarsPART 3Cracking

Codes and Saving LivesALAN TURING: Code-Breaking Hero of World War IIHEDY LAMARR:

A Double LifeJONAS SALK: An Instinct to Improve Our WorldFLORENCE NIGHTINGALE: The

Invention of Modern NursingPART 4TrailblazersMARIA MONTESSORI: Rethinking

EducationMADAM C. J. WALKER: Craving the BeautifulWALT DISNEY: Creating

HappinessALVIN AILEY: All That Was Inside YouBibliographyIndexIntroductionDo you

sometimes think differently than the people around you? Do you like to do things your own

way? Do you ever dream of inventing something new, or finding a solution for a big problem?If

so, then maybe you will become an innovator! Innovators are trailblazers. They think outside

the box, tackle tough challenges, pursue their passions, and chase their dreams—and in the

process, they change our world.Some innovators are inventors: they tinker, experiment, and

design new things. Others combine inventions that already exist or use current technology in

original ways. Some innovators are entrepreneurs, bringing new products to millions of people

around the world. And some transform and revolutionize the fields they work in by challenging

old ways of doing things or approaching problems in a different way.The innovators in this book

started out as inquisitive kids. They were full of questions and hungry for knowledge. Grace

Hopper was so curious about how alarm clocks worked that she took apart all seven of the

ones in her home. Most of these innovators read voraciously as children: Elon Musk and Bill

Gates both read encyclopedias from A to Z!Many of the things we take for granted in our daily

lives exist because of innovators. But people don’t always welcome change, and innovation is

often met with skepticism and even scorn. Experts predicted that cell phones would never

replace wired phones. The idea that we might send objects into space was considered to be

absurd. And flight was seen as preposterous: “Heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible,”

one famous scientist stated confidently—only eight years before the Wright brothers achieved

their first flight.Innovators are people who make the impossible possible. To do that, they need

the confidence and strength to go against the crowd. They need to be persistent, and they

can’t afford to worry too much about what people think. So, it is not surprising that innovators

often started out as strong-willed and independent-minded children—which wasn’t always easy

for their parents and teachers! When Elon Musk was six, his mom said that he was grounded,

so he walked the ten miles across town to a birthday party. Steve Jobs was a troublemaker



who played tricks on his classmates and was sent home from school repeatedly. And Florence

Nightingale liked to question everything—much to the despair of her mother, who thought she

should be more obedient.Although they were very intelligent, these innovators did not always

do well in school. Many were messy, disorganized, or absent-minded; others wanted to work

only on the subjects that interested them. Quite a few of them had little in common with other

kids their age and cared more about their own ideas than anything else: Jacques Cousteau

was a loner, Alan Turing was a daydreamer, and Bill Gates wanted to stay in his room reading

all day.These innovators all started out as little kids with big ideas—and although they often

faced obstacles and challenges, they grew up to be adults who pursued their interests with

great creativity and passion. Without the innovators in this book, our world would be a very

different place. May their stories inspire you to follow your own dreams and blaze your own trail!

GRACEHOPPERGrace Hopper is famous for her work in the development of COBOL, one of

the first computer programming languages. In fact, she is sometimes referred to as the

grandmother of COBOL or the Grand Lady of Software. But when she was young, she didn’t

dream of working with computers—because there were no computers to work with!Grace was

born in 1906, at her grandparents’ home in New York City. Her parents, Walter Fletcher Murray

and Mary Campbell Van Horne, were a wealthy couple, and she was their first child. They

named her after Mary’s best friend. Soon after Grace was born, she and her parents moved

into a trendy new apartment building near Manhattan’s Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument. Three

years later, her sister Mary was born, followed by her brother Roger.One of Grace’s earliest

memories was of meeting her great-grandfather, a retired navy admiral, when she was only

two. She remembered him as a large man with a silver-topped cane and white mutton-chop

whiskers. Although he died when Grace was young, this encounter helped spark her own

interest in the navy.Grace’s childhood was happy and secure. Her father was an insurance

broker, and her mother loved math, puzzles, and games of all kinds. Grace grew up in a house

full of books, with parents who supported her learning and encouraged her curiosity. She was

born with a strong desire to figure out how things worked. When she was seven, she decided

to take apart her alarm clock, but when she unscrewed the back cover, all the springs, cogs,

and gears came tumbling out before she could get a good look at the mechanism. Grace then

proceeded to take apart every alarm clock in the house—seven in total. Her mother did not

want to discourage her inquisitiveness and experimentation, but she asked Grace to please

stick to one clock only from then on!Soon after this incident, Grace’s father developed a

medical problem that required both of his legs to be amputated at the knee. In those days, few

women drove, but Grace’s mother immediately went out and bought a Model-T Ford. On the

weekends, she drove her children to various activities, and when her husband was well

enough, she drove him to work every day.Luckily, Grace’s dad recovered well. His business

prospered, and he returned to his hobby of golfing. With prosthetic legs and two canes, he was

able to get around, and he used thumbtacks to stick his socks to his wooden legs. He used to

joke with his kids that he didn’t need to change his socks as often as they did—only when they

got dusty, he said!In the early 1900s, girls were not given much education. In most wealthy

middle-class families, girls were not expected to ever work outside the home; it was assumed

that they would marry and have children. But Grace’s parents were unusual: they wanted their

daughters to be well-educated. Her dad, worried about his own health, thought they should be

able to support themselves in case something happened to him. Grace’s mother, like Grace

herself, was highly intelligent and opinionated. She was interested in politics and enjoyed

discussing her views, which were often strong ones! She did not have the opportunity to go to

college, but she was determined that her own daughters would.As the oldest child in her family,



Grace had the most responsibilities; her sister Mary later said that she and Roger had fun

together, but that Grace was “kind of a bore!” It was often up to Grace to tell her younger

siblings what to do, and they didn’t always appreciate it. But the three of them had plenty of

adventures together, playing in Riverside Park or spending weekends at their paternal

grandparents’ home in Plainfield, New Jersey. Their maternal grandparents still lived in the city,

and they often visited them as well. Mary took her children to concerts, lectures, historic sites,

and museums; they visited every museum in New York City, Grace later said.Grace attended

the Graham School, one of the oldest girls’ schools in New York City, but much of her learning

happened at home. She read voraciously; books were always what she asked for at Christmas.

Her parents encouraged her and her siblings to think for themselves, to come up with original

ideas, and to be able to defend their views. Both Walter and Mary enjoyed debating, and they

expected the kids to take part. Grace learned how to argue a point logically and back it up with

evidence. She was quiet but confident, focused, and direct—and she could be very persuasive.

When she was ten, she wrote in the school yearbook:Faithfulness in all thingsMy motto is you

see;The world will be a better placeWhen all agree with me.Summers were a special time for

Grace and her extended family. From the time Grace was a baby, they spent the summers in

New Hampshire, along with her aunts and uncles and more than thirty cousins. The families

owned most of the property on one edge of a lake. It was a two-day trip for Grace and her

family to reach the site. They would take a night boat out of New York City, then a train, a

trolley, and another train, followed by a final little railway around the north side of the lake.All

summer long, the kids swam and sailed and canoed and hiked; they grew vegetables and

learned to cook and sew. These were all things that Grace’s mother saw as essential life skills.

Grace learned needlepoint, knitting and crocheting, and playing piano. The kids called their

summer homes “camps,” and they called Grace’s parents the Warden (that was Walter) and the

Chief Warden (that was Mary). Grace’s mother posted house rules, such as asking permission

before going out in the canoes, but the kids had a lot of freedom and were encouraged to be

independent and resourceful.Grace’s dad had a workshop in an old boathouse at the lake,

where he liked to make things out of wood—everything from cabinets to little model houses for

the kids. Grace inherited his love of tools and tinkering, and she spent many hours building

things from a construction kit. And, of course, she spent a lot of time sitting on the front steps,

lost in a good book. All her life, she had fond memories of those long summer months spent in

nature.When Grace was seventeen, she took a Latin entrance exam for Vassar College but

failed. Instead, she went to the Partridge School in Plainfield, New Jersey, and studied hard,

preparing to try again. She enjoyed her time at the school, staying there during the week and

returning home on weekends. A year later, she was accepted at Vassar and began her college

education. At that time, girls were encouraged to take courses called “Husband and Wife” and

“Motherhood.” Unemployment rates were high, and many people saw working women as taking

jobs away from men. Most of Grace’s classmates had no goals other than to get married. But

Grace ignored these pressures and studied physics and mathematics, graduating with honors

and going on to earn the highest academic degree: a PhD.When World War II began, the navy

was reluctant to admit women, but Grace was keen to sign up. She thought she could

contribute more by working for the navy than she could by teaching mathematics. At first, navy

officials wouldn’t accept her—she was too thin, they said—but eventually she convinced them

that she was healthy. The navy needed someone with her mathematical skills, so Grace was

sent to Harvard University, where she was directed to a room in the basement and shown a

huge, noisy machine. “That’s a computing engine,” her boss told her. He handed her a

codebook and gave her a week to learn how to program.The computer was the Harvard Mark



1, and Grace was one of its first programmers. After the war ended in 1945, Grace joined the

Eckert-Mauchy Computer Corporation and was part of the team that developed the UNIVAC 1

computer. She believed that it would be much easier for people to write programs using English

words rather than symbols. Lots of people thought that was impossible because, they said,

computers don’t understand English. So Grace created the first “compiler”: a program that

allowed computers to translate English words into code. Soon, she was leading the department

and developing some of the first compiler-based programming languages—FLOW-MATIC and

MATH-MATIC. This work laid the foundation for Common Business-Oriented Language, or

COBOL, which quickly became the most popular language in the business

community.Throughout her life, Grace Hopper had strong views and boundless energy, and

she believed in innovation above all. She wanted people to avoid being tied to old ways of

doing things. She was also a firm believer in encouraging young people to take risks and

pursue their passions. “Teach them to go ahead and do it,” she said. “Teach them to have

courage. Teach them to use their intuition, to stick their necks out. I always tell young people:

Go ahead and do it. You can always apologize later.”Ahundred years before Grace Hopper’s

ground-breaking work, Ada Lovelace defied convention by becoming not only a mathematician

but also the world’s first computer programmer. As a child, though, Ada wanted to fly. She

researched birds and ways of designing wings, recording her findings in a guide that she called

“Flyology.” Ada’s mother encouraged her to abandon her creative project and return to her

math studies. It was highly unusual for a girl in the early 1800s to be educated in math, but Ada

had an unusual mother as well as a remarkable talent. When she was seventeen years old,

she met the famous mathematician and inventor Charles Babbage, who told her about a

machine he had designed. Ada quickly grasped not only how the machine worked but its

incredible potential as well. She explained how it might perform a calculation, and she wrote a

detailed plan that is now considered to be the world’s first computer program.
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Mrs. Sanchez, “Love these books. My daughter enjoys reading these books and learning more

about their childhood. Each story is short and entertaining. It is a great way for kids to connect

and realize that they can be like those people included on the books: innovators, Presidents,
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activists, scientists, artists, etc.”

Maria K, “Great book!. An excellent addition to the series collection. My 10 year old son loves

this series and really enjoyed this book. Highly recommend.”

Pia, “Great book!. I gave this book to my 7 year old nephew and he loved it!! He likes to read so

many books and this is one of his favorite now!!”

Bingereader, “Kid friendly biographies of famous Inventors and Trailblazers. First I want to

thank Quirk Books for sending me this copy of Kid Innovators for an honest review.I was

interested to read and review this book because I work in an Elementary School as a 3rd grade

Instructional Aide and I thought my 3rd graders would love this book and I wanted to read it

before I gave it to the class. I own both the Kid Innovators and Kid Authors written by two

different authors, but with the same amount of kid friendly facts.Kid Innovators is broken up into

4 Parts: Tech Revolution, Seas, Skies, and Outer Space, Cracking Codes and Saving Lives

and lastly, Trailblazers. There were people that I have obviously hard of from these Innovators:

Steve Jobs and Bill Gates for example, but there were many people that sadly I have never

heard of and I'm so happy to have read about them here. Grace Hopper, Reshma Saujani,

William Kamkwamba, Hedy Lamarr, Maria Montessori and Madam C.J. Walker.The book is

filled with illustrations by Allison Steinfeld. Each mini biography follows the same kind of

timeline. Where the person was born, how they got their ideas from a young age, how all of

these children were vivacious readers and sometimes introverted, lonely, weird, and or

bullied.A quote by Grace Hopper I really enjoyed reading, "Teach them [kids] to go ahead do it,

teach them to have courage. Teach them to use their intuition, to stick their necks out." She

continues with this..."I always tell young people: Go ahead and do it. You can always apologize

later." Of course she isn't suggesting that young people do whatever they want, but when it

comes to taking something apart to see how it works or trying to build something and it goes

wrong and breaks something like a window. You can always apologize later.What I like most

about this series from Quirk is that it shows kids that people don't just grow up and be brilliant.

They start off as children with brilliant ideas and continue to experiment with those ideas until

they have reached their goal. Kids are just as amazing as adults.According to Amazon, the

writing in this book is at the reading level of 9-12 years so between 4 and 7 grade and the AR

point is 4 so if your kid is looking to bump up their AR points this might be a good book to read.”

momreadsbooksinbtwn, “Great Addition to the Kids Legends Series!. My 11yo son loves

reading this series, we discovered it with the first two books Kid Presidents and Kid Athletes.

While this book has a different author and illustrator, it follows the same formula of layout and

writing. Shorter chapters and colorfully vibrant illustrations to keep the readers’ attention. The

really interesting element about the Kid Innovators book is the innovators’ experiences with

adversity, either because they were just so eccentric, their ethnicity, or their family’s financial

status. The stories show the innovators struggling, failing, and persevering to be successful, all

of which are great life lessons for our kids. From Jonas Salk who created the Polio vaccine to

Elon Musk founder of Tesla and SpaceX to Florence Nightingale and her transformation of

nursing and medicine, these are all amazing true stories that will entertain and energize a

young reader.”

The book by Jess French has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 69 people have provided feedback.
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